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Abstract

We present an idea to group time series according to similarity of their local trends and to predict future
direction of the trend of all of them on the basis of forecast of only one representative. First, we assign to
each time series an adjoint one, which consists of a sequence of the F1-transform components. Then, they
are grouped together according to their similarity, a principal time series is selected in each group and its
future course is forecasted. Finally, directions of trends of the other time series from the same group are
computed using special methods of fuzzy natural logic.
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1. Introduction

In economic applications we usually deal with many

interrelated time series. This means that a dynamic

behavior of one time series influences the dynamic

behavior of the other one. More specifically, future

values of one time series depend not only on its past

values but also on past values of the other time se-

ries. For example, household expenditures may de-

pend also on income, past repairs, interest rates, etc.

Therefore, a plausible forecast must take values of

the other time series into account.

A given time series can be taken as a result of

measurements (in time) of some endogenous vari-

able and so, to obtain its forecast we must compute

forecast of values of the corresponding exogenous

variables on which the given variable is dependent.

The situation can be quite complex because the in-

terrelations among time series may lead to a hier-

archical structure and values of the given time series

can be obtained using a structured aggregation of the

other ones.

There is a vast literature on multiple time se-

ries analysis and forecasting. According to 24, these

models have been shown (i) to be extremely flexi-

ble in capturing the dynamic inter-relationships be-

tween a set of variables, (ii) to be able to treat sev-

eral variables endogenously, (iii) not to require firm

prior knowledge on the nature of the different rela-

tionships, (iv) to be able to capture both short- and

long-run inter-relationships, and (v) to outperform

multivariate TSA models in parameter efficiency,

goodness-of-fit measures as well as in forecasting

performance.

There are many methods applied, namely statis-

tical ones, e.g., multiple regression analysis, multi-

variate AR(I)MA models and other statistical meth-

ods, and also non-statistical methods, e.g., neural
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networks or genetic algorithms (cf. 11 and the ci-

tations therein).

All these methods assume that the time series are

interrelated so that dependencies among them play

important role and so, they should be discovered.

Sometimes, however, groups of products (or ser-

vices) are analogous in ways that make them follow

similar time series patterns (cf. 4). For example, it

can happen that similar products may fall within the

same sphere of influence, such as the same or similar

consumer tastes, competition levels, local economic

cycles, weather, regional trends, etc. The result is

that the corresponding time series strongly correlate

positively (or negatively) over time.

This suggests the idea that we can form a group

of similarly behaving time series, forecast only one

selected (principal) one and, on the basis of that, es-

timate the future behavior of the other time series

from the given group. The problem is how simi-

lar behavior of a group of time series can be dis-

covered and evaluated. In this paper, we suggest to

use the technique of F-transform that was already

proved to be very effective in the analysis of time se-

ries. In 20,19 it was mathematically proved and also

demonstrated on the data that the trend-cycle that is

a low-frequency trend component of time series can

be estimated with high fidelity. Moreover, the F-

transform provides not only values of the trend-cycle

but also its analytic formula.

Further strong property of the F-transform (more

precisely, the F1-transform) is its ability to estimate

slope of the time series in a specified area. This

property is applied in this paper is combination with

methods based on Fuzzy Natural Logic (FNL). This

approach enables us to estimate future development

of the trend-cycle and also to mine various kinds of

information from a given time series. For example,

in 17, we suggested a method for automatic genera-

tion of natural language comments to local trend of

time series.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next

section, we will briefly overview principal ideas of

the used techniques, namely the fuzzy (F-)transform

and fuzzy natural logic. Section 3 is the main part

where we explain our method of forecasting of a

group of time series as well as their linguistic char-

acterization. The paper is finished by a conclusion

where we outline future investigation.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we very briefly overview some of the

main concepts of the techniques of Fuzzy Transform

and Fuzzy Natural Logic 22,16. These techniques

were described in several papers and so, many de-

tails are omitted here.

2.1. Fuzzy transform

The main idea of this technique (often called sim-

ply as F-transform) is transform of a bounded real

continuous function f : [a,b] −→ [c,d] into a fi-

nite vector F[ f ] = (F0[ f ], . . . ,Fn[ f ]) where Fk[ f ] are

components that can be either numbers or functions

of a special form. This phase is called direct F-
transform.

The transform from the space of vectors back

to the space of real functions is called inverse F-
transform. Its result is a (continuous) function f̂ :

[a,b] −→ [c,d] that approximates f . Successful ap-

plications of this method are based on proper setting

of parameters that lead to a function f̂ with desirable

properties.

Depending on the form of the components we

distinguish F-transform of various degrees. If Fk[ f ]
are numbers then we speak about zero degree F-

transform (F0-transform). If the components are

linear functions then we speak about first degree

F-transform (F1-transform), etc. In the sequel, by

F-transform we understand both F0 as well as F1-

transform whenever the degree is clear from the con-

text.

2.1.1. Fuzzy partition

The first step is to form a fuzzy partition of the

domain [a,b]. We select nodes a = c0, . . . ,cn = b,

n � 3, in the interval [a,b] and then define n + 1

fuzzy sets A = {A0, . . . ,An} over [a,b] (also called

basic functions) having the following properties for

all x ∈ [a,b] and k = 0, . . . ,n: Ak(ck) = 1 (nor-
mality); Ak(x) = 0 for x /∈ (ck−1,ck+1) (we for-

mally put c−1 = a and cn+1 = b); Ak is continuous,
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strictly increases on [ck−1,ck] and strictly decreases

on [ck,ck+1], and ∑n
k=0 Ak(x) = 1 (orthogonality).

A fuzzy partition A is called h-uniform if the

nodes c0, . . . ,cn are h-equidistant, i.e., for all k =
0, . . . ,n−1, ck+1 = ck +h, where h = (b−a)/n and

the fuzzy sets A1, . . . ,An−1 are shifted copies of a

generating function A : [−1,1] −→ [0,1] such that

for all k = 1, . . . ,n−1

Ak(x) = A
(

x− xk

h

)
, x ∈ [ck−1,ck+1]

(for k = 0 and k = n we consider only half of the

function A, i.e. restricted to the interval [0,1] and

[−1,0], respectively).

2.1.2. F0-transform

Given a fuzzy partition A , a direct F-transform
of f : [a,b] −→ [c,d] is a vector F[ f ] =
(F0[ f ], . . . ,Fn[ f ]), where each k-th component Fk[ f ]
is equal to

Fk[ f ] =
∫ b

a f (x)Ak(x)dx∫ b
a Ak(x)dx

, k = 0, . . . ,n. (1)

Each Fk[ f ] is a weighted average of the functional

values f (x) where weights are the membership de-

grees Ak(x).
The inverse F-transform of f with respect to F[ f ]

is a continuous function f̂ : [a,b]−→ R such that∗)

f̂ (x) =
n

∑
k=0

(Fk[ f ] ·Ak(x)), x ∈ [a,b].

Fuzzy transform has many convenient proper-

ties. Let us only mention that the sequence { f̂n} of

inverse F-transforms uniformly converges to f for

n → ∞. All the details and full proofs can be found

in 22 and elsewhere.

2.1.3. F1-transform

If we replace the components Fk[ f ] in (1) by poly-

nomials of some non-zero degree m � 1, we arrive

at the Fm transform. This generalization has been in

detail described in 23. Besides better approximation

properties, it enables us to estimate also derivatives

of the given function f as average values over wider

area. In this paper, we need only F1-transform of a

special form whose definition follows.

Definition 1. Let f : [a,b] −→ R be a contin-

uous function and an h-uniform partition of [a,b]
be given by the triangular-shaped basic functions

A = {A1, . . . ,An−1} with the generating function

A0 = 1−|x|. The vector of linear functions

F1[ f ] = (β 0
1 +β 1

1 (x−c1), . . . ,β 0
n−1+β 1

n−1(x−cn−1))
(2)

is called the direct F1-transform of f with respect to

the fuzzy partition A , where

β 0
k =

∫ ck+1
ck−1

f (x)Ak(x)dx

h
, (3)

β 1
k =

12
∫ ck+1

ck−1
f (x)(x− ck)Ak(x)dx

h3
, (4)

for every k = 1, . . . ,n−1.

Remark 1. A pedantic notation would require to

write components of (2) as β 0
k [ f ] + β 1

k [ f ](x − ck).
However, if f is clear from the context, we will often

omit the symbol [ f ].
The following theorem, whose proof can be

found in 10 plays an important role in our applica-

tion to time series trend evaluation.

Theorem 1. Let A = {A1, . . . ,An−1} be an h-
uniform partition of [a,b], let functions f and Ak ∈
A , k = 1, . . . ,n− 1, be four times continuously dif-
ferentiable on [a,b]. Finally, let F1[ f ] be the F1-
transform (2) of f . Then, for every k = 1, . . . ,n−1,
the following estimation holds true:

|β 1
k − f ′(ck)|� Mh2 (5)

for some M > 0.
According to Theorem 1, the coefficients β 1

k ,

k = 1, . . . ,n provide estimation of weighted averages

of the first derivative of f over intervals [ck−1,ck+1].
We will use this result in the evaluation of the trend

of time series.

∗)By abuse of language, we call by direct F-transform both the procedure as well as its result f̂ .
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Similarly as in case of F0-transform, the inverse
F1-transform of f is defined by

f̂ 1(x) =
n−1

∑
k=1

(F1
k [ f ](x) ·Ak(x)). (6)

2.2. Selected methods of fuzzy natural logic

2.2.1. Fuzzy Natural Logic

Fuzzy natural logic (FNL) is a group of mathemati-

cal theories that extend mathematical fuzzy logic in

narrow sense (cf. 14). Its goal is to develop mathe-

matical model of special human reasoning schemes

that employ natural language but are independent on

a concrete one. Hence, FNL includes also a model

of the semantics of some classes of words and natu-

ral language expressions.

Constituents of FNL are the following:

(a) Theory of evaluative linguistic expressions.

(b) Theory of fuzzy/linguistic IF-THEN rules and

logical inference from them.

(c) Theory of generalized and intermediate quanti-

fiers and generalized Aristotle syllogisms.

All the theories are formal mathematical theories

based on the formal system of higher-order fuzzy

logic. We suppose that their list is not final and will

be extended in the future. In this paper, we apply

results of the theories (a) and (b).

2.2.2. Theory of evaluative linguistic expressions

Evaluative linguistic expressions are natural lan-

guage expressions such as small, very big, rather
medium, extremely strong, roughly important, etc.

Their theory was in detail described in 13.

The set of evaluative linguistic expressions is de-

noted by EvExpr. We will write Ev ∈ EvExpr for an

arbitrary element from EvExpr. Its most important

subclass is formed by simple evaluative expressions,

i.e., natural language expressions of the form

〈linguistic hedge〉〈TE-adjective〉 (7)

where 〈TE-adjective〉†) is a special adjective hav-

ing a nominal form (e.g., small) and an antonym
(.e.g, big)‡). In most cases, there is also a spe-

cial expression in the position “a middle mem-

ber”. We say that these adjectives form a funda-
mental evaluative trichotomy. Typical representa-

tives of 〈TE-adjective〉 are gradable adjectives (big,

cold, deep, fast, friendly, happy, high, hot, impor-

tant, long, popular, rich, strong, tall, warm, weak,

young), evaluative adjectives (good, bad, clever,

stupid, ugly, etc.), but also adjectives such as left,
middle, medium, etc. Examples of an evaluative

trichotomy are low, medium, high; clever, average,
stupid; good, normal, bad, etc.

The 〈linguistic hedge〉 represents a class of ad-

verbial modifications that includes a subclass of in-
tensifying adverbs such as “very, roughly, approxi-

mately, significantly”, etc. Two basic kinds of lin-

guistic hedges can be distinguished in (7): narrow-
ing hedges, for example, “extremely, significantly,

very” and widening ones, for example “more or less,

roughly, quite roughly, very roughly”. Note that nar-

rowing hedges make the meaning of the whole ex-

pression more precise while widening ones have the

opposite effect. Thus, “very small” is more precise

than “small”, which, on the other hand, is more pre-

cise (more specific) than “roughly small”. If on sur-

face level the 〈linguistic hedge〉 is missing, then we

take it as a presence of empty linguistic hedge. Con-

sequently, all the simple evaluative expressions have

the same form (7)§)which means that also expres-

sions such as “small, long, deep”, etc. are examples

of (7).

In this paper, we will suppose that EvExpr al-

ways contains all the meaningful combinations of

small (Sm), medium (Me), big (Bi), zero (Ze) with

the hedges extremely (Ex), significantly (Si), very
(Ve), rather (Ra), more or less (ML), roughly (Ro),
very roughly (VR), quite roughly (QR) where in the

brackets is a simple short that is used to simplify

specification of evaluative expressions in applica-

tions. There is a special ordering of “sharpness”

of evaluative expressions obtained on the basis of

†)The short “TE” means trichotomic evaluative.
‡)Note that big is antonym of small but also vice-versa, small is antonym of big.
§)As a special case of evaluative expressions, we also take fuzzy numbers. However, we do not deal with them in this paper.
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the following two orderings: Sm ≪ Me ≪ Bi and

Ex ≪ Si ≪ Ve ≪ empty hedge ≪ ML ≪ Ro ≪
QR ≪ VR. This ordering is used in the PbLD

method and also in the function of local perception

(11) described below.

We will distinguish abstract evaluative expres-

sions, i.e., expressions such as small, weak, very
strong, etc., that alone do not talk about any spe-

cific objects and evaluative linguistic predications
such as “temperature is high, expenses are extremely

low, the building is quite ugly”, etc. Since the con-

crete noun in applications is usually unimportant and

only some specific numerical characteristics is con-

sidered the evaluative predication is simplified into

a form

X is 〈simple evaluative expression〉 (8)

where X is some variable taking values from R.

Mathematical model of the semantics of evalua-

tive expressions is developed on the basis of logical

analysis of their meaning. The essential concept is

that of (linguistic) context. In case of evaluative ex-

pressions, it is determined by a triple of real numbers

〈vL,vS,vR〉 where vL < vS < vR (∈ R). These num-

bers represent the smallest, typically medium, and

the largest thinkable values, respectively. The con-

text is thus a set

w = {x | vL � x � vR} (9)

together with three distinguished points DP(w) =
〈vL,vS,vR〉. By W we denote the set of all contexts

(9)

Each evaluative expression Ev ∈ EvExpr is as-

signed the meaning which is a function

Int(Ev) : W −→ F (R).

We will call this function intension of the evaluative

expression Ev. It assigns to each context w ∈ W a

fuzzy set Extw(Ev) ⊂∼ w called extension of the ex-

pression Ev in the context w ∈W .

2.2.3. Linguistic descriptions and logical
inference

The linguistic description is defined as a finite set of

fuzzy/linguistic IF-THEN rules with common X and

Y :

IF X is A1 THEN Y is B1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10)

IF X is Am THEN Y is Bm

Each rule in (10) is a conditional linguistic clause

and the whole description can be taken as a spe-
cial piece of text providing us with knowledge about

some local situation, for example a decision-making

problem, local characterization of behavior of some

system, etc. In the reality, we usually need a com-

plex knowledge that can be provided by a knowl-
edge base consisting of a system of intercoonected

linguistic descriptions.

We may also recognize the topic-focus articula-

tion phenomenon in linguistic description (see more

about this phenomenon, e.g., in 5). Namely, the

topic (the known information) is formed by the an-

tecedents “X is A j” of the rules in (10) and the focus
(the new information) is formed by the consequents

“Y is B j”, m = 1, . . . ,m.

Inference from linguistic description is realized

using the concept of local perception. This can be

understood as a linguistic characterization of certain

kind of “measurement” done by people in a concrete

situation. Mathematically, we define a special func-

tion of local perception LPerc : R×W −→ EvExpr
assigning to each value u ∈ R for a given context

w ∈W an intension

LPercLD(u,w) =

{
Int(X is A ) if u ∈ w,
undefined otherwise.

(11)

of the sharpest evaluative predication where we con-

sider the ordering ≪ of “sharpness” introduced

above. For example, the meaning of very small is

sharper than that of small, etc.. Moreover, the value

u ∈ w must be the most typical element for the ex-

tension Extw(X is A ).
Both perception and linguistic description pro-

vide us with enough information and so, we can de-

rive a conclusion on the basis of them. The pro-

cedure is called perception-based logical deduction
(PbLD) and was in detail described in 12,18. It is im-

portant to emphasize that PbLD works locally. This

means that though vague, the rules are distinguished

one from another one because they bring different
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local information about phenomena in concern. The

function (11) makes it also possible to learn linguis-

tic description from data. More details can be found

in 15,21.

3. Time series analysis

By a time series we understand a stochastic process

(see, e.g., 1,6)

X : T×Ω −→ R (12)

where T = {0, . . . , p} ⊂ N is a finite set of natural

numbers interpreted as time moments and 〈Ω,A ,P〉
is a probabilistic space. It follows from (12) that

X(t,ω) for every t ∈ T and all ω ∈ Ω is a random

variable. If we fix ω ∈ Ω then we obtain one real-

ization of (12) and in this case, we will write X(t)
only.

3.1. Decomposition of time series

Important characteristics of the time series are its

long-term trend component, medium-term cyclic
component and short-term seasonal component.

Hence, X(t,ω) can be decomposed as follows:

X(t,ω)=T (t)+C(t)+S(t)+R(t,ω), t ∈T,ω ∈Ω,
(13)

where T (t) is a trend, C(t) and S(t) are cyclic and

seasonal components, respectively. The these are as-

sumed to be ordinary real functions. The R(t,ω) is

a random noise, i.e., each R(t) for any t ∈ T is a

random variable with zero mean value and a finite

variance.

In the literature (cf. 3,6,9,7 and elsewhere), trend

and cycle are usually considered together as one

trend-cycle component TC(t) because the data may

not be sufficiently long to be able to distinguish

trend from the cycle.

The seasonal component S(t) in (13) is assumed

to be a sum of periodic functions

S(t) =
r

∑
j=1

Pj sin(λ jt +ϕ j), t ∈ T, (14)

for some finite r where λ j are frequencies, ϕ j phase

shifts and Pj are amplitudes†).

3.2. Estimation of the trend-cycle and evaluation
of the local trend

3.2.1. Estimation of the trend-cycle

The following theorem assures us that we can find

a fuzzy partition enabling us to estimate the trend

cycle TC with high fidelity.

Theorem 2. Let X(t) be realization of the stochas-
tic process (13) and S(t) be its seasonal component
(14). Put λ = min{λ1, . . . ,λr}. Let us now construct
an h-uniform fuzzy partition A over nodes c0, . . . ,cn
with h = d T where T = 2π

λ
for some d ∈ R. If we

compute a direct F-transform F [X ] then there is a
certain small number D converging to 0 for d → ∞
such that the following holds for the corresponding
inverse F-transform X̂ of X:

|X̂(t)−TC(t)|� D, t ∈ [c1,cn−1]. (15)

The precise formula for D and the proof of this

theorem can be found in 19. It follows from this

theorem that if we set the fuzzy partition A in cor-

respondence with the largest periodicity of a peri-

odic function occurring in the seasonal component S
then the latter is almost “wiped down” and the noise

is also significantly reduced. What remains is the

trend-cycle that is thus well estimated by the inverse

F-transform X̂ of X .

3.2.2. Estimation of the trend

Trend T (t) is a long term tendency of the time se-

ries that can be increasing, decreasing, or stagnat-

ing. There are many methods for its estimation, for

example, regression analysis, exponential smooth-

ing, low-pass filters and some other ones. None of

them, however, is sufficiently reliable. In this paper,

we will apply the F-transform because Theorem 2

can be applied also to extraction of the trend when

specifying T equal to the length of the medium-term

cyclic component. In practice, this is usually taken

as length of the longest period detected in the time

series.

†)Because cosx = sin(x+π/2), it is sufficient to consider sin only.
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In applications we are often interested only in the

direction (slope, tendency) of the time series. This

is mathematically characterized by a tangent.

Definition 2. Let T ⊂ T be a time interval and X |T
be a time series X restricted to T. Then direction
of the trend of the time series X |T is a real number

DTr(X |T) ∈ R being a slope of X over the area T.

The time series, however, can be largely volatile

and so, how can we determine direction of its trend

when looking at its graph? This task can be diffi-

cult and embarrassing even for people. One possi-

bility was suggested in 8 where the authors approx-

imate direction of the general trend by means of a

properly inclined line. The algorithm, however, is

heuristic without mathematical justification and the

algorithm is quite complicated.

A more convenient solution is suggested by the

F1-transform because by Theorem 1, it provides es-

timation of a weighted average value of the first

derivative of a function f over a given area. Note

that if the function f is linear, i.e., f (x) = px+ q,

then it is easy to show that β 1[ f ] = p. If the func-

tion is more complicated, then to estimate its trend

we have to decompose it into a linear component

and a non-linear one. As an example, take the func-

tion f (x) = x+ sin(15x) whose graph is below (blue

line):

One can see that its trend should be given by the

linear component f (x) = x. Let us now consider

a triangular fuzzy partition with basic functions of

width 2 that is depicted below the graph of the func-

tion. Then the straight line in the graph is the in-

verse F-transform f̂ (x) ≈ x. As mentioned, the tan-

gent (slope; direction of the trend) of f should be

close to 1 within any interval. Indeed, the coef-

ficients (4) are β 1[ f |[0,2]] = 1.017, β 1[ f |[1,3]] =
0.997, β 1[ f |[2,4]] = 0.988, β 1[ f |[3,5]] = 1.021,

β 1[ f |[4,6]] = 0.98∗).
We conclude this section by the following defi-

nition.

Definition 3. Let A be a basic function defined over

T. Then estimation of the direction of the trend of

X |T is

DTr(X |T) = β 1[X |T]. (16)

3.2.3. Evaluation of trend using FNL

The course of time series, however, can be very com-

plicated and also subject to random noise. There-

fore, it may hardly have a sense to work with precise

values of DTr(X |T). In practice, it is usually suffi-

cient to characterize direction of the trend by expres-

sions of natural language only. In this paper, we will

show how they can be automatically generated using

methods of fuzzy natural logic. The core idea is to

use the function of local perception (11).

The first step is to specify the context. This is

clear because, for example, increase of temperature

in winter by 3 C◦ during, say 2 hours, can be taken

as “sharp increase” while the same in summer is

a “very small increase”. Therefore, we must start

with specification of what does it mean “extreme

increase (decrease)”. More precisely, we must de-

termine three distinguished values wtg = 〈vL,vS,vR〉
where vR is the largest, vS typically medium and vL
is the smallest acceptable (or meaningful) value of

the slope. In practice, we determine the context by

means of differences of values of the time series re-

lated to a given (basic) time interval (for example,

12 months, 31 days, 1 hour, etc.).

Definition 4. Let X |T be a time series restricted to

T ⊂ T and DTr(X |T) be direction of its trend due

∗)These coefficients can be precisely equal to 1 only in case that f = x.
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Figure 1: Example of the analysis of a real time series using F-transform: trend of the time series and its evalu-

ation with respect to the context wDTr = 〈0,860,2150〉 that was determined from the largest difference of values

over 12 months. The trend was estimated using Theorem 2 by specifying the periodicity T = 51 that is the

longest periodicity detected by periodogram. Two rectangles mark areas in which local trend was linguistically

evaluated using coefficients (4) as follows: 1 — clear decrease and 2 — negligible increase. Trend of the whole

time series is stagnating.

to Definition 2. Let wDTr be the corresponding con-

text. Then intension of the evaluative predication

“Trend of X |T is 〈gradient〉”†) that evaluates direc-

tion of the trend of X in the time interval T is

Int(Trend of X |T is 〈gradient〉) =
LPerc(DTr[X |T],wtg) (17)

where

〈gradient〉 := stagnating|〈hedge〉〈sign〉, (18)

〈sign〉 := increasing|decreasing, (19)

〈hedge〉 := negligibly|slightly|somewhat|
clearly|roughly|sharply|significantly. (20)

Note that, because (17) is intension, extension of

the corresponding evaluative predication in the con-

text wDTr is Extwtg(Trend of X |T is 〈gradient〉) ⊂∼ R

that is a fuzzy set of real numbers being values of

the tangent (4). Few more details can be found in 17.

Remark 2. Because we also distinguish increase

and decrease of time series, we must distinguish pos-

itive and negative context wDTr for its trend. The

distinguished points are then ordered as follows:

−vR < −vS < −vL � vL < vS < vR. We usually put

−vL = vL = 0.

3.3. Forecasting direction of trend of a group of
related time series

3.3.1. The main principle

Let us consider a group of time series G =
{X1, . . . ,Xm} defined on the same time domain T.

Furthermore, let T
′ ⊃ T be a new time domain.

Our task is to extrapolate values of Xj ∈ G, j =
1, . . . ,m to Xj|(T′ \ T) on the basis of the known

values of Xj|T∗). The method for finding the for-

mer is called forecasting. There are many fore-

casting methods mostly formulated using probabil-

ity theory (cf. 3,6,9). In this paper, we consider

the method described in 20 that are based on com-

bination of the F-transform and fuzzy natural logic.

Moreover, we will not discuss forecasting of the val-

ues of Xj|(T′ \T) but only forecasting of the trend

DTr(Xj|(T′ \T)). Recall that the trend is the basic

characteristics of time series and so its forecast, if

reliable, may be quite often sufficient.

Let us specify a fuzzy partition A =
{A0, . . . ,An} on T. To each time series Xj ∈ G we

compute its F1-transform F1[Xj|T] and form an ad-

joint time series

B1[Xj] = 〈β 1
1 [Xj], . . . ,β 1

n−1[Xj]〉 (21)

where β 1
i [Xj], i= 1, . . . ,n−1 are the coefficients (4).

Note that each time series B1[Xj] in (21) char-

acterizes course of trend of the corresponding time

†)The pedantic expression (17) should say something about “direction of trend”, i.e., for example “direction of trend is increasing”. The

real language, however, is quite often not very precise and so, the expression “trend is increasing” is common.
∗)This notation is with respect to the definition (12) superfluous. We use it, however, to keep the notation consistent.
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series Xj. Our goal is to find time series with re-

lated course. This can be done using the well known

Spearman rank correlation coefficient r jk. The rea-

son for using it is its ability to capture monotonous

relations (increase-decrease) between variables, i.e.,

this coefficient not limited to measuring linear de-

pendence only. It is also less sensitive to outliers.

First, we compute the Spearman correlation ma-

trix R = (r jk) j=1,...,m
k=1,...,m

where each r j,k is the Spearman

correlation between the adjoint time series B1[Xj]
and B1[Xk] (21) and estimate its significance (w.r.t.

a chosen significance level α). To each significant

r jk we generate a linguistic description from the cor-

responding adjoint time series B1[Xj],B1[Xk]. This

is done using the learning procedure developed in

FNL (cf. 15,20). Namely, each couple of values

(β 1
1 [Xj],β 1

1 [Xk]i) generates a fuzzy/linguistic rule

R jk := IF β 1
1 [Xj] is C THEN β 1

1 [Xk] is D (22)

for all i = 1, . . . ,n − 1 where “β 1,Xj
i is C ”,

“β 1,Xk
i is D” are evaluative linguistic predications

generated using the procedure of local perception
LPerc(β 1,Xj

i ,wtg, j), LPerc(β 1,Xk
i ,wtg,k) with respect

to the respective linguistic contexts wDTr, j,wDTr,k.

3.3.2. Forecasting procedure

The overall procedure leading to forecast of trend of

all time series from a given group G is the following:

1. Define a fuzzy partition A = {A0, . . . ,An} on

the time domain T and for each time series

Xj ∈ G compute the F1-transform F1[Xj] and

form the adjoint time series B1[Xj] in (21) to

all Xj ∈ G.

The width of the basic functions Ai depends

on volatility of the time series. If they are

more volatile then the width should be shorter,

if all time series are only slightly volatile then

we can set Ai wider (more precise rules are not

so far available).

2. Compute the Spearman correlation matrix R
and divide G into subgroups H1, . . . ,Hp of

mutually dependent time series for all signifi-

cant correlation coefficients†).

3. In each subgroup Hl choose the principal time

series Xj0 and generate a linguistic description

consisting of the rules R j0k (cf. (22)) for all

couples of adjoint time series B1[Xj0 ],B1[Xk]
from the same subgroup Hl (i.e., for Xj0 ,Xk ∈
Hl).

Let us emphasize that the principal time series

cannot be determined using formal means but

only by expert. The reason is that they cor-

respond to measurements of exogenous vari-

ables that depend on character of the modeled

process.

4. Extend the time domain T to T
′ and fore-

cast the principle time series Xj0 to the future

time domain T
′ \T. The forecast can be re-

alized using arbitrary method; we suggest our

method described in 20.

5. Determine a fuzzy set (basic function) A
over T

′ \ T and generate linguistic evalua-

tion Int(Trend of Xj0 |(T′ \T) is 〈gradient〉) =
LPerc(DTr(Xj0 |(T′ \T)),wtg) of the direction

of its future trend in the sense of Definition 4.

6. For each subgroup Hl , l = 1, . . . , p, do the

following: Using the linguistic descriptions

(22) generated for each couple of time series

Xj0 ,Xk ∈ Hl compute estimation of the fore-

cast DTr(Xk|(T′ \ T)) of the future trend of

all Xk ∈ Hl (over T
′ \ T) from the forecast

DTr(Xj0 |(T′ \T)) of the principle time series

Xj0 . Finally, generate the linguistic evalua-

tions

Int(Trend of Xk|(T′ \T) is 〈gradient〉),

Xk ∈ Hl .

†)We must be careful because the time series Xj,Xk belong to the same subgroup Hl if r jk � rcrit where rcrit is a critical value. But we

cannot assume transitivity when delineating these subgroups, i.e., r jk � rcrit and rkl � rcrit does not imply that r jl � rcrit .
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3.4. Experiment

The above described procedure was tested on a

group of 10 time series G = {NN101, NN102,

NN103, NN105, NN109, NN111, N1757, . . . ,

N1760} taken from the NN3 competition‡). All

the time series are defined on the domain

T
′ = {1, . . . ,127}. First, we cut T

′ to T =
{1, . . . ,114} and defined on it a fuzzy partition A =
{A0, . . . ,A19}. The reason is that the remaining part

T
′ \T can be used as a testing part so that we can

compare the computed data with the reality. Of

course, the testing part is used only for comparison

of results and never used in computation of the fore-

cast.

The time series from the chosen group G are de-

picted in Figure 2. The procedure was the following:

1. For each time series X ∈ G, the direct

F1-transform F1[X ] = (F1
0 [X ](t), . . . ,F1

19[X ](t)
was computed. Because the first and the last

components are subject to big error (the rea-

son is that the corresponding basic functions

are incomplete), we omitted them from fur-

ther elaboration.

2. To each time series X ∈ G we formed the ad-

joint time series

B1[X ] = {β 1
1 [X ], . . . ,β 1

18[X ]}.

3. To each couple of adjoint time series

B1[X1],B1[X2] we computed Spearman corre-

lation coefficient rX1X2
.

4. Taking into account all significantly big cor-

relation coefficients (with a significance level

α = 0.05), we formed the following two sub-

groups of mutually dependent time series:

H1 ={NN102, NN101, NN103, NN111,

N1757, N1758, N1760},
H2 ={N109, N1759}.

The principal time series in each subgroup is

printed in boldface. Let us denote them by

P1,P2, respectively. The time series NN105

does not depend on any other time series from

G and so, it forms a one-element subgroup..

5. For each time series B1[X ], X ∈ Hi, i = 1,2 we

specified the linguistic context wtg,X :

Linguistic context for trend of time series

Series Negative −wDTr Positive wDTr

NN101 〈−55,−22,0〉 〈0,22,55〉
NN102 〈−600,−240,0〉 〈0,240,600〉
NN103 〈−5000,−2000,0〉 〈0,2000,5000〉
NN111 〈−170,−68,0〉 〈0,68,170

N1757 〈−344,−136,0〉 〈0,136,344〉
N1758 〈−339,−135,0〉 〈0,135,339〉
N1760 〈−180,−72,0〉 〈0,72,180〉
NN109 〈−180,−72,0〉 〈0,72,180〉
N1759 〈−219,−87,0〉 〈0,87,219〉

6. Within each subgroup H1,H2, we generated

a linguistic description charactering depen-

dence of the trend of each time series X ∈
Hi−{Pi} on the principal one Pi ∈ Hi, i = 1,2.

The linguistic description has the form

IF β 1[Pi] is C1 THEN β 1[X ] is D1

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (23)

IF β 1[Pi] is Cm THEN β 1[X ] is Dm

and it is learned from the data, where Ck,Dk
are evaluative expressions.

For example, the linguistic description char-

acterizing dependence of trend of NN103 on

NN102 is the following:

IF β 1[NN102] is . . . THEN β 1[NN103] is . . .

“− quite roughly big” “− extremely big”

“more-or-less small” “very roughly big”

“−typically medium” “−roughly big”

“more-or-less medium” “significantly big”
‡)http://www.neural-forecasting-competition.com/downloads/NN3/datasets/
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IF β 1[NN102] is . . . THEN β 1[NN103] is . . .

“quite roughly small” “−roughly big

“−more-or-less small” ”rather medium”

“−rather medium” ”rather small”

“extremely small” “−more-or-less small”

“roughly big” “more-or-less small”

“−very roughly big” “−rather medium”

“very roughly big” “rather medium

“extremely big” “more-or-less big

“−extremely big” “−more-or-less big

Finally, we forecasted future courses of both

principal time series NN102 and NN109 over the

time period T
′ \ T = {115, . . . ,127} and linguis-

tically evaluated their trends using the above de-

scribed method (cf. 17). Then, we computed forecast

of trend of the other dependent time series from the

forecast of the corresponding principal time series

using the generated linguistic descriptions. Finally,

we also generated the corresponding linguistic eval-

uation.

To be able to compare the forecasted and real

trends, we computed the latter from the real data

over the testing period T
′ \T. Recall, that the test-

ing parts of all the time series were detached from

them in advance and were never used for the fore-

cast. The computed trend was obtained from the cor-

responding learned linguistic descriptions (23) using

the PbLD§)method. The linguistic evaluations were

obtained from values of β 1 using the procedure of

local perception (8). The results are summarized in

Tables 1 and 2.

As can be seen, all trends computed from the

principal time series in the given subgroup using the

generated linguistic description are in a good accor-

dance with the forecasted trend, and also with the

trend computed from the real data afterwards .

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a new method for fore-

casting trends of a group of time series with similar

course of their local trends. The method is based on

application of the F-transform and selected methods

of fuzzy natural logic.

The idea is based on estimation of the local

trends using the F1-transform components. The time

series are then grouped together according to simi-

larity of their local trends. The forecast of the future

trend of all the time series is computed on the basis

of a dependence of each time series from the given

group on one principal time series whose forecast is

known.

Further work will be focused on improvement of

this method in the direction of making it more pre-

cise and also on the possibility to compare time se-

ries of various lengths. For this goal, we suppose

also to use some other special methods, such as dy-

namic time warping 2.
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NN102 NN101

NN103 NN111

N1757 N1758

N1760 NN105

NN109 N1759

Figure 2: The time series chosen in the experiment. Each time series is depicted over the time domain T
′ together

with the estimated trend-cycle. The time domain T
′ is divided into 3 parts: learning, validation and testing ones.

Namely, T is divided into learning and validation part and T
′ \T is the testing part. The figure contains forecast

of each time series over the testing part T′ \T compared with the reality. Below each time series is depicted also

the adjoint time series (21) over the time domain T (i.e., over learning and validation parts). The principal time

series are marked in boldface letters.
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